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Background, Context:
As transistor scaling slows, emerging technologies and non-Von-Neumann computing
paradigms are expected to take computing performance beyond conventional limits. Sustained
progress in nanoelectronics now allows the integration of heterogeneous devices such as
graphene FeFETs on CMOS. As a dense, high-speed, low-subthreshold slope and non-volatile
device, the graphene Fe-FET can be considered to be the "ultimate" logic and storage device,
beyond the limits of CMOS and intrinsically easier to integrate than other state-of-the-art
proposals using magnetic or resistive devices (MTJs, RRAMs). The objective of the PhD is to
propose and evaluate novel computing architectures relying on graphene Fe-FETs and to
focus on the simulation and the programming of these architectures.
Research subject, work plan:
The Heterogeneous Systems Design group at INL has research interests in the modeling and
simulation of computing hardware based on emerging technologies, while those of the
Heteroepitaxy and Nanostructures group include the design and characterization of Fe-FET
and graphene devices. The objective of the proposed PhD thesis is to exploit the logic and
memory capabilities of graphene Fe-FET devices in order to propose highly efficient
computing architectures.
The work is divided into the following successive steps:
-

compact modeling: the main characteristics of graphene Fe-FET devices under
development in the Heteroepitaxy and Nanostructures group will be extracted in order
to develop a compact device model to enable logic and memory circuit design.

-

logic and memory circuit design: the compact model will be used to explore logic
and memory gate structures, and to predictively evaluate the performance levels of the
circuits. The designed circuits will be fabricated by the Heteroepitaxy and
Nanostructures group to compare predicted to measurement performance levels.

-

computing architecture studies: the PhD candidate will examine novel compact nonvolatile logic-in-memory architectures based on graphene FeFETs. In such
architectures, storage elements are distributed in close proximity to a logic-circuit
plane such that storage and logic are merged, global wirelength (and consequently
dynamic power) is reduced, and (due to the non-volatile characteristics of the
memory) leakage power can also be eliminated. It will be necessary to build systemlevel architecture models in the SystemC language and to carry out estimations of
average and peak instruction execution speed, energy consumption profiling and longterm reliability.
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